Host Adm_Bolitho says:
The Seleya is currently docked at Starbase 13 essentially stranded as she waits for a new warp core. A board of enquiry is being held into the senior officers actions and behaviour with their encounter with the Borg


Host Adm_Bolitho says:
So far the SO,TO,MO and SEC have been hauled before the imposing board of Admirals consisting of Admirals Rix, Alexander and Bolitho...who will their next unfortunate candidate ????

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Continue ROTAGM's***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Continue ROTAGM's***

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::in his ready room, looking at the ACMO::

AXO_Bolitho says:
::In Main Engineering starting Diagnostics to start with::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::At science 1::

SO_Emrys says:
:: running internal sensor diagnostics in Stellar Cartography ::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: Call the next person....er....Ensign.....::looks at his PADD::

ACMO_Mercz says:
::in RR, sitting across from the captain::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::in quarters.. taking some time off duty::

TO_Darklighter says:
::standing at TAC2::

CNS_Samantha says:
::At the brig laying on her stomach observing the brig entrance::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Ens Ivanova, I think ::looks at padd::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: Ensign Samantha Ivanova.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: So. What happened after the Orion woman requested a tour of the ship?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::at TAC1, bridge::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: sir..

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Waits on on computer for reprts and starts checking Sec Systems::

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC*: yes...

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
COM: CO: Captain, we want CNS Ivanova here to report to the enquiry immeidately!

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Keeps an eye on his internal sensors::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: I need to speak breifly with you..

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* : Is it important?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: Yes sir, one moment please.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: aye sir

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* : I'll be there now.

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: Her and the CNS got into an argument, so I threatened to call Security

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*CTO* Lietenant, please release Counsellor Ivanova from the brig, and escort her to the board of Inquiry.

CTO_Vekasi says:
*CO*: Yes sir.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: What was the argument over?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Yawns and lays her head on her hands::

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* : I have to do one thing first. I'll be there asap.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::isn't in uniform.. walks to the living area.. her quarters oneof the small ones near the brig.. ::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::nods to the TO as he leaves the bridge::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: aye sir..

TO_Darklighter says:
::stands at tac 1::

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Starts checking into shields that are perfectly fine still awaiting her new baby to arrive::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks down at the floor and closes her eyes slowly::

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: Ens. Ivanova, diddn't trust the Orion female, and didn't feel it was appropriate to take here on a tour

CTO_Vekasi says:
::exits the TL at the appropriate deck and walks into the brig::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: But you did feel it was appropriate?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
COM:CO: Captain were waiting!!!

CTO_Vekasi says:
CNS: I am to escort you to the board of enquiry. ::has a phaser in his hand, and lowers the forcefield::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::sighs:: *CTO* Lieutenant, faster would be better... what's your status?

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: Yes, she was a guest, I had to make her feel comfortable, because ther was some tension between her and the CNS

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: And where did you decide to take her on a tour of?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Opens her eyes and looks at him, she glares at his phaser:: Self: Big shot starfleet officer ::Sighs::

CTO_Vekasi says:
*CO*: Sir, I've just released her from the cell and we are on our way. ::transports the CNS and himself to the board of enquiry::

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: Engineering, of course

CNS_Samantha says:
::Gets up slowly:: CTO: Mmm, it's about time.. ::Cuts off::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: She should be on her way sir.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: And why did you feel that was an appropriate location?

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Still running Diagnostic and checking all Security systems::

CTO_Vekasi says:
ADM: If that is all, I would like to return to the USS Seleya.

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Anything so far Ensign?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
COM: CO: Captain I wondering if we confined all your staff to the brig, do you think we might then have an improved response?

CNS_Samantha says:
@::Materializes on the starbase and falls over:: Self: He could have at least waited for me to get up ::Frowns and looks at the admirals:: This is not a good start

CTO_Vekasi says:
::waits for an admiral to respond::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: I doubt it Admiral. This latest delay was caused by the Counsellor being in the brig. I have instructed the crew to move as quickly as possible when called for the board, and not to begin any tasks that tey cnnot immediately leave.

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: The orion asked to go to engineering

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CSO*: Hazzem can you report to deck 38?

SO_Emrys says:
*CSO*: Sir, internal sensor diagnostics have revealed nothing, external sensors are working fine .... in fact, all the sensors are working within normal parameters.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: And you felt that this was an appropriate location to go to?

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Gets up slowly, she cleans her self and faces the Admirals:: Admirals: Hrm, hello ::Grins::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Thank you Ensign, please continue with the scans and report anything out of the usual

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SEC* For what purpose crewman?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Crewman, stand to attention!"

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::hits his commbadge to shut off the communications line with the starbase::

SO_Emrys says:
::shrugs:: *CSO*: Aye, sir.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
::growls:: COM:CO: Its clear to me that they are not taking this enquiry seriosly enough Captain, I strongly suggest you to forwarn your crew if they have any further ambitions of staying in Starfleet that they respond promptly, Bolitho out!

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CSO*: I believe i made an apointment

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: Not really, I had my doughts, but I asked Commander Abdel-Hamid for permision, and he granted it

CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM Rix: Sir, may I leave now?

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Sighs as all systems seem to be at normal parameters except she has no warp Core!!::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Self: Oh great, another bossy Admiral ::Stands at attention::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: Were you aware that when the Orions beamed over, they had weapons in their possesions?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: You are dismissed.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CNS: Place your arm on the armrest and state your name, rank and serial number as well as current designation!

CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM Rix: Thankyou sir. ::beams back to the USS Seleya, Bridge::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Mention anything like that again and you will be out of this fleet, mister.

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* I'm on my way. What's your location?

AXO_Bolitho says:
::leaves a padd with one of her Engineers and decides to go walk about::

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: No I was not aware

TO_Darklighter says:
CSO: Aye sir

CTO_Vekasi says:
::coughs to let the CSO know he is a higher ranking officer::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: sir nevermind.. I'll see you when I'm back on duty

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: You have the bridge

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* As you wish. CSO: Thankyou sir.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to the TL:: TL: Deck 38

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: In your mind, with whom does the blame lie for the apparent security failures that led to this ship losing her warp core?

SO_Emrys says:
::continues his seemingly pointless scans of the Seleyas internal and external sensors::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Admiral: Reading my mind now? ::Closes her eyes for a second:: very well Admiral. ::Cracks a small smile:: Samantha Alexis Ivonava/Lowis, Ensign, 981107-007, CNS ::Sighs::

AXO_Bolitho says:
::feels like wringing commands neck as she wants her warp core and leaves Engineering heading for anywhere::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Starts to worry about SEC::

CTO_Vekasi says:
*Shipwide*: Red alert! Battle stations everyone...

ACMO_Mercz says:
CO: Do be honest, I believe it was equaly Commander Abdel-Hamid and my fault, Sir

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Hears the comm and heads for the Bridge::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Hears the COMM:: TL :Reroute to the bridge

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands as he hears the alert:: ACMO: This isn't over.

SO_Emrys says:
::jerks his head up:: Self: Red Alert! At a Starbase?!

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Ensign Ivanova, what do you know of this incident with the Borg?

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SEC* I suggest you report to your station

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks out onto the bridge:: CTO: Report.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::enters TL:: TL: bridge

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::looks over at the wall as the red alert goes off.. raises an eyebrow::

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: A drill sir...as you requested

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Feels a match and closes her thoughts and then she looks up again:: Admiral: No thing, sir.

ACMO_Mercz says:
::gets up and heads for the nearest turbolift::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Enters the bridge to science 1::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: You know nothing about the Seleya's past incident with the Borg?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::sighs.. the CTO not getting the drill part right.. ::

SO_Emrys says:
::begins to evacuate the other junior officers from Stellar Cartography::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::Looks across at Rix and sighs:: CNS: We are aware you were not on board the Seleya at the time of the incident with the Borg, however we are hoping you would be able to give us a perspective as to the current state of the crew's minds?

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Enters Bridge and sees the CO standing there and wonders what is going on::

ACMO_Mercz says:
TL: Sickbay ::felels the turbolift come to a hault and heads to sickbay, then enters::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::fights to head off a smile:: CTO: Lieutenant, a suggestion... drills work better when no-one knows what they are. Stand down Red Alert. what's the status of security?

Kesh (Nathan@212.250.45.acalltoduty-42021) has joined the conversation.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the CTO in shock::

CTO_Vekasi says:
::stops the clock on his console:: CO: I know. The purpose of this one was to see how long it would take before everyone would get to their stations. 1 minute 23 seconds overtime.

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Bolitho: Well, I didn't have much time to have sessions with the crew yet, sir.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::replicates soem tea and goes back to the couch.. her quarters having only a very small slit of a window to look out of::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: And no-one has even mentioned it?

AXO_Bolitho says:
CO: Sir is there any need for me here

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::nods at Rix::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: It's odd, it's almost like they are trying to hide it from me

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: None that I am aware of, commander. What is the status of ships systems?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: And what would be your opinion on that?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CSO*: are you still coming? 

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to the AXO and the CO::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Thinks about the CSO for a second and thinks if she should::

AXO_Bolitho says:
CO: At normal parameters .... will need to recheck when I get the M/ARA Sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SEC* I'll be the shortly

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::nods::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: I would suggest giving me a period of two months and then I will report back with my findings?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::sips her tea and stares out the small window into the starbase::

CTO_Vekasi says:
*Shipwide*: Crew, Battle Stations...2 alien craft coming in, all guns blazing. Starbase has been cut off by some device.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: With your permission sir, crewman Te`Fel is awaiting for me for a security appointment

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Unacceptable.  I'd like to know your opinion of it now, Ensign.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: really ?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: sir, that woudl be best communicated to Security only.. your goign to scare the crew

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: And with what data? do you want me to make some thing up?

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Sir...3 vessels on an intercept course. ::looks at the AXO seriously::

ACMO_Mercz says:
MO's: All prepare for medical emergencies

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: and call it a security drill

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Lieutenant Commander, I was under the impression that a teal undershirt denoted science, not security. Am I mistaken?

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC* Get to your position

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: One more comment like that and you'll be walking out of this office without your commission, Mister.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::lets the AXO deal with the other bridge events for a moment::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: i'm off duty.. sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CNS: You said you felt they were hiding something, why is that Counselor?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: I am after your first impressions of the crew.

CTO_Vekasi says:
*SEC*: Not in a crisis you aren't

AXO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Well you better show me where they are then

CSO_Hazzem says:
::wonders why the captain is asking:: CO: No sir, you are not mistaken

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CTO*: this isn't a crisis

Host Adm_Rix says:
@<Adm_Alexander> ::whispers to Rix::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Then why exactly are you required for a security meeting?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::relays the info to the AXO's nearest station and turns on the viewscreen::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: I do not know, sir. But I'm about to find out

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: What's the status of the sensors?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: with your permission ofcourse

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: You are asking me to do some thing I can't give you. My first impression? they feel guilty for what happened, I hardly think they wanted to do any thing. I feel like they did it because they had no choice

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Maam, Starbase has reported a bomb exploding in their command centre. Their weapons are offline and won't be able to assist.

AXO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Well l;uicky I did a system check wasn't it

ACMO_Mercz says:
::goes to nearest console, and monitors bridge activity::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: all sensors are functioning well, sir.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: You're hiding something, Ensign, according to Admiral Alexander.  What is it?

AXO_Bolitho says:
CTO: if thats the case i would like to see the report

SO_Emrys says:
*CSO*: Sir, i've evacuated all Main Science labs. Sir .... what the smeg is going on?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::sips at her tea again and sighs::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: I'm hiding no thing

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Internal and external? Lateral and ventral? Sensors and Scanners?

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Maam, check your nearest station...::relays the report::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Yes sir

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Not according to Admiral Alexander.  I will not ask you again, what are you hiding?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Then take your station and work with the CTO to analyse current events.

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: Again, no thing

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Aye sir

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Incoming fire!

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* No worries Ensign, it was a drill.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::checks her consol wondering why now as she has heaps to do:: CTO: very well

AXO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Shields up red Alert

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Yes maam. :does so::

SO_Emrys says:
*CSO*: ::grumbles:: Very well, sir. What are my orders?

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Are you finished with the scans, Ensign?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to Science 1, wondering why the Captain is hostile against him::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::wonders where the CSO is.. sighs::

CTO_Vekasi says:
ACTION: USS SELEYA SHUDDERS

SO_Emrys says:
*CSO*: Aye, sir. Internal, external, Long and Short range science scans .... they're all done sir.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@<Alexander> ::shakes her head::  Rix: I'm can't be too sure.  Sorry.

AXO_Bolitho says:
TO: I want the tacticle infomation on that ship. CTO: OPen hailing frequecies

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Sields down to 78%

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Looks around waiting::

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Hailing frequencies open.

TO_Darklighter says:
AXO: Yes ma'am ::scans the ship::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::rocks:: AXO: Report.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::really is not in the mood for this::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*SO* Report to the bridge, we are practicing battle alerts

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::moves to sit in his chair::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Why do you think the crew want to hide this incident?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Tries to compensate for the shields::

AXO_Bolitho says:
CO: Seems we have been hit Sir

SO_Emrys says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.

AXO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Target the weapons

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: I told you what was my first impression, other then that I can't tell you more then I know

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Aye Maam.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::targets weapons::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: What's their specifications?

SO_Emrys says:
:: after sealing Stellar Cartography, he assigns the junior science officer battle stations, and heads towards the bridge::

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: Ready to fire.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Still waiting for the Hailing frequecies to be open::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CNS: And your impression of Captain Hawkinson?

ACMO_Mercz says:
::in sickbay organizing equipment::

AXO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Not yet

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: I am asking for your hypothesis as a Counselor.

AXO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Open hailing frequecies

SO_Emrys says:
::arrives on the bridge, and moves to man SCI2::

AXO_Bolitho says:
TO: wheres my tactcle information Ens ?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::sits back and grumbles.. gets another cup of tea and looks into the starbase.. watching a few more shuttles get close with security personel inside.. realives the CTO never told the Starbase they were holding drills..::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Looks at the Admirals confused:: Admirals: Who should I answer first?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Answer Admiral Bolitho.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::grins slightly at the idea the Seleya might get boarded due to the funny activity::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@Both of us Counselor

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gathers infromation about the attackers::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: The ship is a nebula class cruiser, sir.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::looks across at Rix and shrugs in apology::

AXO_Bolitho says:
CSO: havce they responded to our hails ?

CSO_Hazzem says:
AXO: No ma`am, so far they have not

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Bolitho: The Captain seems like a strict person, he seems to want the best for this crew and ship. I belive that he shares a bond of respect with all of them.. Well, exclude me since I'm new here

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: What is your opinion of Captain Hawkinson?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Target their propulsion systems.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: Yes sir. ::targets area::

AXO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Keep trying ::wonders if the CO is going to come and join the fun::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Sends a written message to SEC saying he can't make it::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: I'm now asking for your hypothesis as Counselor.  Why do you think the crew of the Seleya would want to hide this incident?

ACMO_Mercz says:
::goes back to monitoring bridge activity::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::nods at the AXO, continues hailing the ship::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: I think they feel guilty for having to use such manners, but they feel they had to do it

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Do you think they feel they've done the right thing?

CSO_Hazzem says:
AXO: The ship is not responding to us, ma`am

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Thinks for a moment::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::stands up and stretches.. getting into regulation battle drill attire.. nice gray and black cloths.. comms her black and red units to meet her in the holodeck.. locks up her quarters and heads down the hall.. adjusting her gear::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@Rix: Yes.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO/AXO: More incoming fire, sir.

AXO_Bolitho says:
CO: they refuse to answer our hail.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Holds on to his console::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CNS: Dismissed.

Host CNS_Samantha says:
@::Nods and turns around::

AXO_Bolitho says:
::sits down in XO chair :: CO: you want us to fire on them Sir

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Just keep targetting their engines.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The CNS disappears and reappears on board the Seleya

AXO_Bolitho says:
::nods at CO: CTO: keep target lock on propulsion

SEC_Te`Fel says:
:enters the holodeck and watches as the last 3 members of red team come in:: Units: gentel men. ::nods:: recent evens have left me in a difficult position

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: Call the next person.  Lieutenant....::looks at his PADD::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Reroutes modifications to Tactical to penetrate the ship's shields::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: Lieutenant Vasili Vekasi.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: This might help

CTO_Vekasi says:
AXO: I must go...TO will take over TAC

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
COM:CO: Lt. Vekasi is required at the hearing Captain...immediately!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Drill's over. Report to the starbase. ::smiles::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::adjust her posture:: Units: I have been put under investigation for my actions and orders during our boarding while in borg occupied space.

TO_Darklighter says:
::stands and moves to Tac 1::

Host CNS_Samantha says:
Self: Stupid Starfleet admirals ::Enters the TL and turns around::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: I have ordered him to report sir.

Host CNS_Samantha says:
TL: Bridge please

AXO_Bolitho says:
::sighs and leans back into the chair::CO: Are they calling the whole ship by anychance ?

CTO_Vekasi says:
::looks disapointed and gently punches the console with the underside of his fist in disappointment.:: CO: Sorry I didn't make it interesting. ::activates a transport and beams to the starbase::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@Rix: I'm getting a little fed up with the attitude of some of these officers here

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stands straight and sighs::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: there is a good chance i will be relieved of duty, reassigned, or even court marshelled for my conduct

AXO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Maybe another time

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: I believe just the senior staff

Host CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks up as the TL doors open, she quickly steps on to the bridge::

SO_Emrys says:
::slaves OPS to SCI2::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: That officer can count herself lucky she wasn't party to this incident.  She's only going to get a strong reprimand.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
*CO*: sir, Is mister Hazzem with you?

AXO_Bolitho says:
CO: Oh well at least I have the ship for change of senary ::smiles::

CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ::materialises at the board of enquiry::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*ALL* All personnel, this is the bridge. Stand down battle stations, and work on ways to improve efficiency in future.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
*ALL* Senior Staff to the briefing room.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::nods:: Rix: In total agreement there, I think she can count her self lucky that she is not under my command!

CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM Bolitho/Rix: Reporting as ordered sirs

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: Stand to attention, Mister!

AXO_Bolitho says:
::walks to the BR::

CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ::is already standing to attention and cant help but grin::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Enters the briefing room, wonders what's it about::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::stands::

ACMO_Mercz says:
::looks around:: MO's: Good job, guys ::exits sickbay and enters TL: TL: Deck One

CNS_Samantha says:
::Watches thhe RR and shrugs, she walks to her chair on the left of the Captain chair::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
self: hmm.. ::turns back to her secuirty personnel::

SO_Emrys says:
::decides to take over SCI1, seeing he has no other orders::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CTO: Place your arm on the armrest and state your name, rank, serial no and current designation for the record

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Follows the Captain:: CO: Anything Wrong Sir ?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks through into the briefing room:: AXO: Not at all, commander.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Sits down on her chair and yawns loudly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Follows everyone inside::

AXO_Bolitho says:
::enters the BR after the CO a little curious and takes her seat::

ACMO_Mercz says:
::steps of TL then enters BR and sits down::

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ::places hand on the armrest, sits down:: ADM's: Vasili Vekasi, Lt, Current designation CTO, USS Seleya, Serial number...::states serial number::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: in the event I am removed, i expect the effeciency rating of this squad to get higher. 

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Looks at the ACMO suddenly realising hes Trill makes a mental note to talk to him later::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Takes a seat, not looking forward for this::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ALL: Please, make yourselves comfortable.

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
::waits for the first question::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: How long  have you been aboard the Seleya?

AXO_Bolitho says:
::looks at the CO:::

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ Rix: Um...A few months sir.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CTO: I'm aware that you were not on the Seleya during her Borg mission, however what I...::looks across at Rix:: we want is an account of the crew's state of mind and whether they discuss it openly

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: you will fall under the command of who ever, if anyone, replaces me... and in mosty cases that will be Vekasi ::stands stiff and looks at her top units:: in any case the safty of this ship is your paramount concern, i expect nothign less.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: And what you know of this incident with the Borg.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::waits for the CO, looking at him::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ALL: First, I would like to commend you all for one thing. While we were under attack from the Borg.... commander Lira-Bolitho, you are, I'm afraid, not party to this, you all performed well. For the most part.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: it has been a pleasure and an honor serving with you all. ::salutes her gurd units:: now.. on to the business at hand..

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: I know that the crew were not best pleased with the outcome. With several key members assimilated in the mission, and one being ordered to his death, the mood isn't great. I haven't heard anyone talk about it.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::raises Eye brow to the CO suddenlt glad fore not being there::

CNS_Samantha says:
::She quickly looks up and realizes some thing:: Self: Wait, the CNS in Starfleet are considered Senior crew too ::Gasps and runs to the RR::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the AXO for an instance::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ALL: Second, as you all know, we currently have no Executive Officer.

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: And what would you have done, Lieutenant?

SEC_Te`Fel says:
UNits: during the second invasion we took heavy looses, the next 3 weeks we will do what ever is necessary to prevent that int he future..

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: In what situation? Choosing to go on the mission?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::nods:: CTO: What have you heard with regards to the Seleya's previous CTO and his subsequent death

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
<Edit last one>

CNS_Samantha says:
::Enters the BR quickly and finds an free seat, making sure no one saw her coming::

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Sees Hazz look at her and ,looks back questioningly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gives the AXO an assuring look::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Computer: run Security drill W-U 300 ::the holodeck changes to a rain forest:: Units: lets get warmed up

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Lieutenant Commander Lira-Bolitho. After consulting, reviewing, and conducting other excercises, I would like to offer you this position.

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: I have heard that many people were shocked at his death, especially after the CEO at the time...Lemile...ordered the CMO to kill him.

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: Taking over as CTO hasn't been easy

CNS_Samantha says:
::Hides in the back of the BR::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: Explain.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Looks up at the CO:; CO: Hmm Yes Sir ::is a little speachless::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::leads the unit to a base camp looking facility.. and gets them ready:: Units: todays weapon of choice for practice.. ::picks up a Klingon disruptor and shows them::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
AXO: Do you accept this promotion, with all the responsibilities and priviledges that come with it?

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: Well, It's never easy succeding an officer, but with the crew still with the mission fresh in their minds, it's been harder to get on with crewmembers. Having a good friend on board has been a great help.

AXO_Bolitho says:
::Swallows Hard wondering idf now is a good time to back out:: CO: Yes Sir

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: the power cells are missing, ind them and preceed to beta beta charly 56-3 coordinates, it's capture the flag day, team assignments are as follows..

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Good. ::smiles::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: Who is that friend?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CTO: So you do you believe the crew are actually hiding the terrible decisions made in that mission Lt?

CNS_Samantha says:
Self: Oh great, another way to justify starfleet power hunger ::Smirks::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::smiles at the new XO::

XO_Bolitho says:
::leans back wondering what shes let herself into::

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: The friend is Anya Jameson, and no, I dont believe the crew are hiding the decisions. They just don't want to think about the concequences.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::reads off the list and pauses looking at her top men::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: I would also like to offer you a promotion to full Commander, with all responsibilities and privledges attached.

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: One thing I immediately noticed was that there seems to be groups on the seleya. A selection of people only get on wth a select few. The crew dont gel well.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles at that one:: CO: Thank you Sir

Host Adm_Rix says:
@CTO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: I think that it just needs some working on though.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: Team one blue, team two green, team three yellow, team four orange, team five red, team six, including me, white.. ok people, lets get the party going. ready on mark...

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::takes a box out of a pocket, and opens it to reveal a little half pip, that he plugs into the hollow one already present on the XO's neck::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CTO: The Consequences of their actions, so what you are saying is that they are a guarded bunch wary of strangers and hiding something?

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Congratulations, Commander ::extends a hand::

XO_Bolitho says:
::is still a little taken back by Events:: CO: Thank you Sir ::Shakes CO hand::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Units: arm! ::picks up her pack and the powerless riffle:: set! ::raises her arm and smiles at them:: lett he games begin.. MARK! ::points to the jungle away from camp.. her men fan out all over the simulation::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Applauds slowly for the new XO::

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: No thats not what I said. What I said was that they are ashamed of their decisions to proceed and even when they realised it was a trap, still went forward. These actions caused the death of the CTO and the temporary assimilation of other crewmembers including the captain, who was arrogant and stubborn.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Hoping everyone will catch up with him in applauds::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Watches the odd ceremony in interest:: Self: Maybe this pips are worth some thing.. maybe a few bars ::Smiles at that thought:: that's why she seems so happy

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::sets her weapon to the ground and stays at camp with the other 2 men she picked for team six::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CTO: In your opinion Lt. He is however you CO and I request that you not forget that!

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: have a seat Commander.

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
@ ADM's: Yes of course, I would never forget that. I was just going by reports. Remember i wasn't there.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: Counsellor, would you mind explaining your tardiness for this meeting?

XO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles:: CO: thank you Sir

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@CTO: Thank you Lt. you are dismissed!

SEC_Te`Fel says:
team six: times certianly change don't they? I expect you two to keep an eye on the men, make sure they stay at peek ::folds arms on the business end of the weapon::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: CTO reappears on board the Seleya

XO_Bolitho says:
::looks a the CNS ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Looks up at the CO: CO: It's no thing, sir.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@Rix: What do you make of that?

Host CTO_Vekasi says:
::doesn't know where everyone is, looking around the bridge::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Fights to urge to laugh at expression on his face::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: I'm not sure.  I guess we'll find out when we speak to the senior staff.

SO_Emrys says:
CTO: Welcome back, Lt. Vekasi.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CNS: I see. I expect you to arrive punctually for meetings in future. ALL: Dimissed.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@Rix: Next on our list is?

CTO_Vekasi says:
SO: Yes thanks ::seems a little shaken::

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: I may be wrong, but I think it's a Lieutenant.......

XO_Bolitho says:
::stand to leave::

SO_Emrys says:
CTO: Mr. Darklighter was needed elsewhere, so I slaved TAC to SCI.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Gets up and congratulates the XO::

SEC_Te`Fel says:
Team six: and do what ever it takes to defend the ship.. remember your code of conduct and oath to the federation.. it's very important.. ::lifts her weapon:: not all threats come from the out side..

CTO_Vekasi says:
:;sees everyone pour out of the meeting::

CTO_Vekasi says:
SO: WHat happened?

Host Adm_Rix says:
@Bolitho: Lieutenant Commander Hazzem Abdel-Hamid.

XO_Bolitho says:
::Sees Hazz walk over to her and smiles::

SO_Emrys says:
CTO: Not sure what you mean, sir.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Raises from her seat, she walks slowly to the exit, as she passes the CO she turns to look at him and then resumes her slow paced walk::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@COM: CO: Captain Lt.Cmdr Abdel- Hamid is required at the enquiry

CTO_Vekasi says:
SO: I mean, what was the meeting called for?

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Stops, and hears the COMM::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CSO: Lieutenant Commander, to the board please.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
COMM: Bolitho: He's on his way sir.

SO_Emrys says:
::shrugs:: CTO: No idea, sir. I'm not a senior officer.

SEC_Te`Fel says:
::nods to her two team leaders and they head off into the simulation as well::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to the TL:: TL:Deck 6

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
COM:CO: Thank you Captain

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::walks out of the briefing room onto the bridge::

CTO_Vekasi says:
SO: But I am, and I wasn't aware of the meeting.

CTO_Vekasi says:
::looks disapointed and shaken::

CSO_Hazzem says:
COMM:Bolithio: Ready to beam aboard, sir

XO_Bolitho says:
::looks at Hazz reasuringly as she walks out::

SO_Emrys says:
CTO: You weren't? ::blinks::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Walks to her chair, sitting down for no apparent reason::

XO_Bolitho says:
::looks around the bridge knowing theres no escape to Main Engineering::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
CTO: Beam commander Abdel-Hamid directly to the board of inquiry.

CTO_Vekasi says:
SO: No. I shall have to speak to the captain. ::looks really shaken and disapointed::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Watches the XO oddly as she walks::

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
XO: Take your seat Commander ::smiles reassuringly:: It doesn't bite.

CTO_Vekasi says:
CO: uh..y..yes sir. :transports the CSO::

XO_Bolitho says:
::smiles:: CO: You sure on that

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The CSO appears in a dimly lit room with a light on a chair at the centre of it, with straining eyes you can just make out the three admirals on the board pearing down at the CSO from a lecturn

ACMO_Mercz says:
::walks over to the Captain:: Sir, do you still want to question me

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
::grins:: XO: I'm sure.

Host CO_Hawkinson says:
ACMO: No...... thank-you, I believe I have all I need.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Smiles at the XO as she moves to take her seat::


Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Pause ROTAGM's***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Pause ROTAGM's***




